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Summary A novel depth electrode placement planning strategy is presented for propagating
current to distant epileptic tissue during direct neurostimulation therapy. Its goal is to pre-
dict optimal lead placement in cortical white matter for influencing the maximal extent of the
epileptic circuit. The workflow consists of three fundamental techniques to determine respon-
sive neurostimulation depth lead placement in a patient with bilaterally independent temporal
lobe epileptogenic regions. (1) Pre-implantation finite element modeling was used to predict the
volume of cortical activation (VOCA). This model estimated the electric field and neural tissue
influenced surrounding two adjacent active depth contacts prior to implantation. The calcula-
tions included anticipated stimulation parameters. (2) Propagation of stimulation therapy was
simulated pre-implantation using the VOCA model positioned in the subject’s diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) determined 8 h post-ictally compared to an interictal DTI. (3) Validation of the
predicted stimulated anatomical targets was determined 4.3 months post-implantation using

subtracted activated SPECT (SAS). Presurgically, the modeling system predicted white mat-

ter connectivity and visual side
blood flow changes in ipsilateral
This workflow demonstrates the
individual specificity to predict p
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Predicting white matter targets for direct neurostimulation

Introduction

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) (Medtronic, Minneapolis,
MN) and responsive neurostimulation (RNSTM System,
NeuroPace®, Inc. Mountain View, CA) are two investigational
technologies seeking Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
approval as adjunctive therapies in individuals with phar-
macologically resistant localization-related epilepsy. The
FDA recently recommended approval of DBS in the ante-
rior nucleus of the thalamus as adjunctive therapy with
severe and refractory partial-onset seizures with or with-
out secondary generalization. DBS is a well-established
treatment strategy for Parkinson’s disease (Obeso et al.,
2001), dystonia (Vidailhet et al., 2005; Kiss et al., 2007)
and essential tremor (Benabid et al., 2009). Its use in the
Stimulation of the Anterior Nucleus of the Thalamus Trial
for Epilepsy (SANTE) utilizes a so-called open-loop stim-
ulation delivery schedule. Specifically, stimulation current
is intermittently delivered without feedback through bilat-
eral depth electrode leads implanted stereotactically in the
anterior nucleus of the thalamus (Hodaie et al., 2002). Con-
versely, efficacy of the NeuroPace® RNSTM System has been
recently assessed in a multi-center pivotal clinical trial. This
technology capitalizes on a closed-loop approach. That is,
delivery of direct stimulation is contingent upon detecting
the electrographic seizure onset. The stimulation parame-
ters used by the implantable pulse generators (IPG) in both
trials have been reached by trial-and-error. The neurostimu-
lation paradigm for the DBS has been borrowed from its use
in movement disorders, and that for the RNSTM System ini-
tially taken from after discharge study paradigms (Lesser et
al., 1999). Nevertheless, recently presented clinical efficacy
data for the SANTE and RNSTM System trials are promising
(Fisher et al., 2010; Morrell et al., 2008, 2009).

A critical first step toward effectively applying direct
brain stimulation therapy in epilepsy is to interface with the
epileptic neural circuit. Epileptogenic cortex can include
pathways that connect distant modulatory territories such
as thalamus and pathological cortical regions (Luders et
al., 2004). The term, ‘epileptic focus’ becomes a misnomer
when such epileptic circuits are discussed. What remains
unclear is how local stimulation can modulate potentially
distant communicating epileptic tissue that may involve
both cortical and subcortical regions.

Proposed mechanisms explaining acute-onset efficacy of
local neurostimulation therapy include, conduction block-
ade (Beurruer et al., 2001), synaptic inhibition (Dostrovsky
et al., 2000), synaptic depression (Urbano et al., 2002)
and overriding pathophysiological neural network activity
(Montgomery and Baker, 2000; Fukuda et al., 2001; Mcintyre
et al., 2004; Zumsteg et al., 2006). In addition, chronic
exposure to direct neurostimulation has been associated
with distant cortical synaptic proliferation (Keller et al.,
1992). Conversely, the possibility of enhancing pathological
synaptic transmission cannot be ignored. Direct neurostim-
ulation can acutely provoke the already hyperexcitable
neural network. Moreover, well-established animal models

demonstrate that chronic local delivery of specific stimu-
lation parameters can produce secondary epileptogenesis
(McIntyre and Goddard, 1973; VanLandingham and Lothman,
1991). Therefore, a substantial range of factors must be
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onsidered in the clinical response to stimulation delivered
irectly to neuronal populations. These variables include the
umber and interdependence of anatomical targets, elec-
rode number, electrode location and orientation, geometry
r shape of the electrode contacts, stimulation parameter
ettings (Butson et al., 2007), distribution of cathode and
node (Durand and Bikson, 2004), and the biophysical prop-
rties of stimulated medium compartments.

The goal of the depth electrode placement planning
orkflow developed in this study is to establish the fea-

ibility of predicting with individual specificity, distant
ctivation sites within the epileptic circuit communicating
ia white matter tracts. We hypothesize that it is possible to
ontrol the extent of neural tissue influenced in the mesial
emporal regions using direct neurostimulation. Recently
ublished data reveal that therapeutic direct stimulation
n mesial temporal epilepsy consistently target hippocam-
al grey matter regardless of surrounding sclerosis (Velasco
t al., 2000, 2001; Vonck et al., 2002; Tellez-Zenteno et al.,
006; Boon et al., 2007). An alternative approach is lead
lacement at the grey—white junction to allow the same
epth lead to deliver therapeutic current to white mat-
er propagation pathways while detecting the ictal onset
n grey matter. Our center has successfully implanted inves-
igational RNSTM System depth electrodes in juxtacortical
pileptic mesial temporal white matter since 2004 (unpub-
ished data). Parahippocampal white matter has robust
fferent and efferent hippocampal pathways (Lavenex et
l., 2007). Our goal has been to enhance propagation to dis-
ant epileptic tissue through white matter tracts. Achieving
uch activation using two four-contact RNSTM System leads
ay be improved with patient-specific placement planning.
presurgical workflow has evolved from this experience at

ush University Medical Center (RUMC) with the objective of
aximally activating the epileptic network with therapeutic

timulation.

ethods

hree techniques are described in this study and treated
ndividually as computationally intensive modules system-
tically implemented in a unique workflow (Fig. 1). The first
wo modules were employed prior to depth lead implanta-
ion. The algorithms were utilized to plan optimal depth
ead placement in white matter adjacent to the epileptic
egion identified in the standard of care presurgical eval-
ation. The initial module, subtracted post-ictal diffusion
ensor imaging (spiDTI), was used to assess anatomically
pecific changes in fractional anisotropy (FA) compared to
aseline axonal water diffusion during the early post-ictal
eriod of a focal-onset complex partial seizure. The spiDTI
odule composed the core of our depth lead planning sys-

em. The second of the three principal modules employed
nite element method (FEM) modeling to predict the maxi-
al electric field magnitude immediately surrounding active

ylindrical depth contacts. The volume of cortical activa-

ion (VOCA) was calculated from the greatest magnitude
f the electric field immediately surrounding the active
ontacts. In effect, the VOCA as used in this study was com-
osed of juxtacortical white matter. We assumed constant
nd uniform bulk conductivities for isotropic white and grey
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igure 1 Block diagram illustrating system workflow and mod
eveloped at our center. SpiDTI = subtracted post-ictal diffusio
RI, FEM = finite element method.

atter compartments. Post-implantation, a final module,
escriptively named subtracted activated SPECT (SAS), was
tilized. This strategy utilizes an ability to indirectly mea-
ure focal neural activation (Rossi et al., 2008). This strategy
as essential to validating the predicted white matter cir-
uit actually activated by the given stimulation parameters,
lectrode location and lead orientation.

ubject

S was a 20-year-old right-handed young woman at the time
f surgery with acquired bilaterally independent tempo-
al lobe epileptogenic regions. At the age of 5 years, she
nderwent a right middle temporal gyrus topectomy of a
ow-grade glioma followed by radiation treatment. At age
3, she began experiencing staring spells with an alteration
n awareness, in addition to independent prolonged episodes
f nausea and vomiting. Post-ictally, dizziness, unsteadi-
ess and mild confusion typically lasted from hours to a
ay. At age 19, video-EEG monitoring revealed a prominent
ymptomatogenic epileptic region in the right neocortical
emporal region clinically associated with severe nausea and
omiting. Electrographically, prolonged right peri-sylvian
hythmical delta range activity was correlated with the
emiology. The onset of this seizure type was concordant
ith a subtracted ictal SPECT co-registered to MRI (SISCOM).
second seizure type captured by video-EEG monitoring

as typical of her episodic staring spells with loss of aware-
ess in the absence of an aura and without generalization
econdarily. Electrographically, the ictal onset was associ-
ted with a buildup of left basal temporal rhythmical theta

ange slowing. No prior intracranial electrocorticography
ECoG) recording was performed. Since TS has active bilat-
ral independent temporal lobe epileptic sources, she was
ot a candidate for epilepsy resective surgery, but quali-
ed for the RNSTM System Pivotal Clinical Trial. The protocol
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comprising the presurgical RNS depth lead implantation system
sor imaging, SISCOM = subtracted Ictal SPECT co-registered to

escribed herein and the multi-center RNSTM System Pivotal
linical Trial were both approved by the RUMC Institutional
eview Board. TS voluntarily enrolled in both studies.

ubtracted post-ictal diffusion tensor imaging
spiDTI)

TI sequences were acquired as diffusion weighted single
hot spin echo. Echo planar images were axially acquired
ith the following parameters: TR/TE = 12100/97 ms, field
f view = 25 cm, matrix = 128 × 128, 383 mm gapless slices,
repetitions, in plane resolution = 1.95 mm. Two diffusion
eights (b-values) were used: b = 0 and 800 s/mm2. The
igh b-value was obtained by applying diffusion encoding
radients along 24 non-collinear directions. This acquisi-
ion scheme was repeated six times for each slice, with
he sign of all the gradient directions inverted for every
ther repetition. This acquisition scheme overcomes the
nherent variance of DTI acquisitions during the scanning
ession. An additional set of inversion recovery images with
erebrospinal fluid nulling (TI ∼ 2100 ms) was acquired for
ach slice with b = 0 s/mm2. These images were used to un-
arp the eddy current effect of the diffusion gradients (de
respigny and Moseley, 1998).

Comparisons of the interictal and post-ictal DTI datasets
ere determined for whole brain as follows. The post-ictal
igh resolution DTI dataset was acquired, where six rep-
titions of the DTI sequence were averaged for the same
canning session, exactly 8 h following the last seizure. The
ost-ictal phase is defined here as residual motor and sen-
ory deficits (Todd’s phenomenon) following a stereotypic

eizure. A separate session was used to acquire the interic-
al DTI dataset, where the last documented complex partial
eizure occurred 4 days prior. The same GE 1.5 T MR scanner
ith an LX Horizon high-speed gradient upgrade was used for
oth sessions. The two data sets were subtracted from each
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Predicting white matter targets for direct neurostimulation

other and co-registered to the subject’s 3D Fourier trans-
form spoiled gradient recalled (SPGR) MR sequence (124
axially acquired 1.6 mm slices, 256 mm × 256 mm field of
view and 0.85937 mm3 isotropic voxels) in SPM5. Regions
of interest in the subtracted DTI dataset were identified as
those falling outside one standard deviation of the mean
subtracted FA values.

Pre-implantation electric field modeling

Predicting the VOCA directly surrounding RNS cylindrical
depth electrode contacts was calculated presurgically in
anticipation of stereotactically placing the lead in left
basal temporal white matter of subject TS. The depth
lead was modeled according to the specifications of the
actual electrode lead used in the clinical trial. Specifically,
the model consisted of four conductive cylinders (1.27 mm
diameter × 2 mm height) separated by insulators (10 mm
between the midpoints of the conducting cylinders). The
platinum/iridium electrode contact conductivity was set to
15 × 106 S/m. White matter was represented as a homoge-
neous and isotropic tissue medium (conductivity = 0.15 S/m).
Adjacent isotropic grey matter conductivity was set to
0.06 S/m (Andreuccetti et al., 2005; Gimsa et al., 2004).

Preprocessing of the neuroimaging data was performed
prior to importing the data in COMSOL Multiphysics v3.4
(Comsol Inc, Burlington, MA) for solving the VOCA solution
as follows. Segmentation of grey and white matter was per-
formed using Freesurfer for two acquired SPGR gapless MRI
sequences where motion correction was applied (Dale et al.,
1999). These segmented regions were flood-filled with solid
colors. A finite element brain mesh was generated from this
dataset using ScanIP (v2.1, Simpleware, LTD). For simplicity,
the brain was modeled as two isotropic compartments (grey
and white matter). These data were imported into COM-
SOL and converted to a composite of the grey and white
matter geometry objects. The depth electrode model was
positioned in the temporal white matter geometry object
within 4—5 mm of the white—grey matter interface. The
posterior two cylindrical contacts were placed in the left
paramesial temporal region through the region of decreased
mean FA as measured by spiDTI. The anterior tip of the
electrode lead was located at the amygdala-hippocampal
border. These electrode coordinates were coupled to the
generated brain mesh in COMSOL. Such coupling within a
common workspace allowed for iterative repositioning of
the modeled electrode contacts. This composite model was
generated using 234,237 geometry elements. Data process-
ing was performed on an XP-based 64-bit dual quad core
workstation with 64 gigabytes of RAM.

The Poisson equation solved with an efficient Fourier
FEM solver (UMFPACK) within COMSOL was employed to
model the electric field generated during bipolar stimu-
lation of the two posterior depth contacts. A stimulation
current was chosen within a therapeutic range used for
those subjects implanted with at least one RNSTM System

depth lead with mesial temporal epileptic sources. There-
fore, a peak-to-peak potential difference of 5 Volts (V)
from cathodic-to-anodic phases was measured using a digital
storage oscilloscope (Alazar Technologies, Kirkland, QC) to
generate a programmed constant stimulus current of 4.5 mA
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cross a 500 � load-resistance in isotonic saline. In addi-
ion, the constant current neurostimulator was programmed
ith a 160 �s pulse width and a 100 ms burst duration deliv-
red at 200 Hz. These settings generated a calculated charge
ensity = 9.1 �C/cm2 delivered to the two cylindrical elec-
rode contacts with opposite polarities. For simplicity, time
ependence was omitted from the calculations. The mea-
ured potential difference was used as an electrostatic
calar V to calculate the electric field (E) in a homogeneous
sotropic medium, where, E = −gradient(V).

The VOCA solution as derived from the maximum elec-
ric field magnitude was used to seed the patient’s DTI for
nticipated placement of the depth lead contacts. Expected
hite matter bundles recruited were modeled by diffusion

ensor tractography using these seed regions of interest
ROI). The active bundles were estimated by examining the
rincipal diffusion direction of adjacent voxels using a deter-
inistic tracking algorithm from a continuous tensor field

f the tensor elements (MR VISTA; http://white.stanford.
du/software).

ost-implant validation by subtracted activated
PECT

he final SAS module of the workflow was used to validate
he presurgically modeled VOCA and white matter propa-
ation circuit. This process was implemented 4.3 months
ollowing stereotactic implantation of the depth lead lon-
itudinally in left temporal white matter. An occipital
pproach was used employing a Stealth navigational sys-
em (Medtronic, Inc.). In addition, a four-contact subdural
trip was positioned in the right posterior superior tempo-
al gyrus. The same implanted contacts were used for both
CoG recording and delivering stimulation therapy. The neu-
ostimulator generator was implanted in the skull.

The stimulation parameters used in the presurgical sim-
lation were actually delivered during post-implantation
esting through posterior depth contacts 3—4 in a bipolar
onfiguration while capturing resulting transient blood flow
hanges. The peripheral intravenous injection of a 5 cc bolus
f 99Tc-HMPAO was completed during delivery of six high
requency stimuli (200 Hz) at approximately 2 s intervals.
he activated SPECT dataset was normalized and subtracted
rom a baseline SPECT using AnalyzeR v7.0 (AnalyzeDirect,
ochester, MN). ECoG did not capture seizures for 24 h prior
o acquisition of the baseline SPECT. The SAS, post-implant
T (1 mm slice thickness, 168 contiguous axially acquired
lices on a GE LightSpeedR scanner), and SPGR MR datasets
ere co-registered using the ITK co-registration algorithm

n Analyze.

esults

ubtracted post-ictal diffusion tensor imaging

piDTI demonstrated a decrease in subtracted mean FA

ollowing a stereotypic complex partial seizure without gen-
ralization secondarily. A maximal difference was seen in
eft mesial temporal lobe white matter and corpus callo-
um. Specifically, a crescent-like signal was seen in the left
aramesial temporal region that included parahippocampal

http://white.stanford.edu/software
http://white.stanford.edu/software
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Figure 2 The spiDTI study is shown for subject TS. This technique demonstrates the post-ictal change in FA obtained exactly
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h following a stereotypic complex partial seizure without gen
aximal change in FA seen as a crescent-like signal in the le

arrows). Images are neurologically oriented.

hite matter. The corpus callosum signal was contiguous
ith the posterior superior temporal gyrus white matter. The
id-to-posterior corpus callosum showed the overall great-

st post-ictal change in FA compared to baseline (Fig. 2).

re-implantation electric field modeling

first approximation of predicting the stimulation-related
OCA was performed in a homogeneous isotropic medium
epresenting white matter. Post-processing of the electric
eld solution was visualized in COMSOL as a 3D isosurface
lot. The electric field strength within the modeled VOCA
as measured along a transept line placed radially through

he electrode contact center (Fig. 3C). A VOCA of 220 mm3

as calculated surrounding each of the two active cylindri-
al electrode contacts defining the maximal electric field
trength of 0.9—1.0 mV/mm expected to activate neuronal
xons. This force estimate was taken from previously pub-
ished data of neuronal activation cable models (Butson and

cIntyre, 2005, 2006; Butson et al., 2007). This assumption
as used as a first approximation to understand if this field

trength estimate from the published literature could be
xtrapolated to model activation of axonal pathways of a
ortical neuronal circuit. As expected, the strength of the
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zation secondarily compared to a baseline DTI study. Note the
ramesial temporal region (black boxes) and corpus callosum

odeled electric field decreased inversely proportional to
he square of the field’s radius (Astrom et al., 2006). The
aximal field strength of 0.9—1.0 mV/mm resulted in the

lectric field’s maximal magnitude radius of 3.75 mm from
haft center (3.12 mm from electrode surface; see Fig. 3D).

distance of 5 mm from the grey matter boundary was
eyond the reach of the electric field’s neural activation
adius. Therefore, the boundary of the electric field’s maxi-
al magnitude overlapping the VOCA was assumed to remain

n white matter with a constant conductivity. The electric
eld did not extend to grey matter where the change in con-
uctivity would have deformed the spherical electric field
olume. For simplicity, inhomogeneities of the fringe field
t the edges of the electrode contacts were not considered
Fig. 3C and D, arrows).

This VOCA model was positioned within the spiDTI that
aptured maximal mean FA changes following a stereotypic
eft mesial onset seizure without generalization secondar-
ly. The model was within our DTI voxel resolution of
.95 mm × 1.95 mm × 3 mm. The spherical model was placed

n a crescent-like signal in left paramesial temporal lobe
hite matter (Fig. 4B). The depth lead model was ori-
nted longitudinally in inferior temporal lobe white matter
hat included the parahippocampal region. The calculated
ractography model simulated the extent of white matter
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Figure 3 (A) Pre-implant patient-specific rendering of the white matter (transparent blue) and grey matter of the left mesial
temporal region containing the hippocampal region (HF) for subject TS. The lateral ventricle is shown in red. Three-dimensional
rendering of the hemisphere is neurologically oriented. (B) The anticipated electrode implant site is seen (arrow) near the HF
grey—white matter junction. The inset illustrates anticipated orientation of the 4-contact depth lead. Electric field lines are
modeled around contacts 3 (blue [cathode]) and 4 (yellow [anode]). The radial strength of the generally symmetric electric field
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was modeled as isosurfaces (C) with a radius of 3.75 mm from s
transient drops of the electric field (red arrow in C and D) are
contacts.

trajectories activated during delivery of direct stimula-
tion via a depth electrode. These white matter pathways
included: (1) ipsilateral optic radiation tracts projecting to
the left occipital lobe, (2) a temporofrontal pathway ending
in the left basal frontopolar region and (3) a projection to
the contralateral posterior superior temporal gyrus conflu-
ent with the posterior corpus callosum (Fig. 4C and D).

An RNSTM System subdural four-contact electrode strip
was planned for placement in contralateral superior tem-
poral gyrus near a right temporal seizure-associated SISCOM
region of transient hyperperfusion. Co-registration of this
signal using SPM5 showed that it abutted a mean change in
FA following a contralateral mesial temporal onset seizure
(Fig. 6A). The spiDTi signal was confluent with the poste-
rior corpus callosum. This multimodal neuroimaging overlay
suggests communication between contralateral epileptic
sources by way of the mid-to-posterior corpus callosum.

Post-implant validation
A SAS study acquired during stimulation of posterior depth
contacts 3—4 demonstrated transient hypoperfusion-related
changes beyond the immediately surrounding tissue. No
after discharge was recorded at the site of stimula-

D

W
d

center (midline between parallel red dotted lines) (D). Sudden
n near the fringes of the electric field surrounding the active

ion as recorded by ECoG. Therefore, these transient
ypoperfusion-related changes were due to direct stimu-
ation itself and not by epileptiform activity. These data
uggest communication with ipsilateral occipital and frontal
ortices as well as contralateral neocortical temporal grey
atter (Fig. 5C). Overlap of the SAS data with the recal-

ulated post-implant tractography is shown in Fig. 5D using
he VOCA solution as seed ROI centered around the CT co-
egistered depth contacts 3—4.

The proof of principle is demonstrated electrophysiologi-
ally in Fig. 6C where an ECoG obtained by the RNSTM System
emonstrates propagation between epileptic sources inter-
onnected by white matter pathways. Furthermore, clinical
orrelation of a reproducible visual response of elemen-
ary flashes of light in the superior visual fields subjectively
eported by TS is associated with bipolar stimulation of pos-
erior mesial temporal depth contacts 3—4. This sensory
esponse corroborates propagation to primary visual or tem-
oral association cortex predicted pre-implantation.
iscussion

e used a novel computationally intensive approach to pre-
ict targeted propagation of electrical current, prior to
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Figure 4 The pre-implant electrode stimulation-planning model is illustrated. (A) Delivery of bipolar stimulation to posterior
depth contacts 3—4 (10 mm center—center) was modeled. The grey—white matter interface is represented by unsmoothed voxels
(seen as cubes) using the MR SPGR data as displayed in COMSOL. (B) These ROI were positioned in the left temporal white matter
overlapping the mean change in FA as measured by spiDTI (arrow). (C and D) The pre-implantation depth lead planning model
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epresents the anticipated extent of white matter tracts influ
xis of the hippocampal formation represents the anticipated
ractography model is shown for subject TS. Images are neurolo

tereotactically placing an RNSTM System depth lead at the
rey—white matter junction in epileptic temporal white
atter. Preoperatively, the maximal electric field gradi-

nt surrounding the active electrode contacts provided an
stimate of the extent of cortical activation modeled dur-
ng bipolar stimulation. The spatial extent of the neural
esponse to an induced electric field has been previously cal-
ulated using the second spatial difference of the voltage
istribution applied along the axon (Butson and McIntyre,
005, 2006; Butson et al., 2007). Our conservative esti-
ate of the VOCA model underestimated these calculations.
owever, unlike previously published unvalidated theoret-

cal analyses, we validated the predicted tractography of
ctivated axonal bundles post-implantation using SAS.

Pre-implantation modeling, as described here, relied on
our fundamental assumptions as follows. Assumption 1:
hite and grey matter were assumed to be isotropic in our

odeling calculations. This assumption was important as a
rst approximation for determining the maximal undistorted
lectric field density surrounding the active electrode con-
acts. Conductivity values of homogeneous white and grey
atter used to calculate the electric field in this study were

o
i
D
t
t

d by stimulation. (C) The dotted line through the longitudinal
ectory for depth lead implantation. (D) The pre-implantation
lly oriented.

aken from published databases. Therefore, validation of
hese estimates was not performed with individual speci-
city. These values were determined based on a stimulation
requency of 200 Hz (Andreuccetti et al., 2005; Gimsa et
l., 2004). This stimulation frequency is typically used for
esial temporal epileptic sources during the RNS Pivotal
linical Trial. More sophisticated modeling can take into
ccount tissue conductivity in a heterogeneous anisotropic
issue medium. For example, DTI can be used to predict the
lectrical conductivities of local brain tissue based on the
upposition that DTI eigenvalues and electrical conductivity
ave a linear relationship in the human brain (Akhtari et al.,
006; Tuch et al., 2001). Such data can be validated in vivo
n the operating room to provide accurate individual models
f direct brain stimulation. Assumption 2: while the Pois-
on equation provides a spatial voltage solution, it does not
ccount for the time dependence of the stimulus waveform

r the capacitance of the electrode-tissue interface. Sim-
lar to the constant voltage circuit used by the Medtronic
BS IPG, the actual stimulus delivered to brain tissue by
he constant current charging circuit of the RNSTM Sys-
em neurostimulator may be modified by an interdependent
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Figure 5 Post-implant validation of RNS current propagation pathways is shown. (A) The modeled electric fields with uniform
radii are positioned to surround co-registered CT imaged depth contacts 3—4. These seed ROI were used to generate the post-
implant tractography model of expected propagated RNS current. (B) No after discharge was recorded on ECoG during the delivery
of 6 high frequency (200 Hz) stimuli at 0.4—0.5 Hz (blue lines) through all implanted electrode contacts using a bipolar config-
uration during activated SPECT acquisition (left hippocampal [LHi] depth lead: ch1-recording/stimulating through contacts 1—2,
ch2-recording/stimulating through contacts 3—4; right superior temporal subdural [RST] strip: ch3-recording/stimulating through
contacts 1—2, ch4-recording/stimulating through contacts 3—4.) (C) The three plane view of the SAS regions of transient hypoper-
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fusion (labeled as 1—3) are shown co-registered with the post-im
shown). The recalculated post-implantation tractography mode
shown (D).

tissue capacitance and impedance, which change slowly
over time. An evolving capacitance is related to an encap-
sulation sheath surrounding the electrode lead (Mcintyre
et al., 2004; Butson and McIntyre, 2005; Miocinovic et al.,
2006). We assumed a constant 500 � electrode—tissue inter-
face resistance without a capacitance. In our experience,
such a resistance is within range of values returned by the
RNSTM System impedance check during at least the first 6
months post-implantation. Furthermore, the neurostimula-
tor is continuously regulated to maintain the programmed

current. A compliance voltage of up to 14.3 V can be used
to deliver current. Neural tissue only receives the voltage
needed to drive the programmed current. A constant poten-
tial difference of 5 V peak-to-peak was assumed over the
first 4 months post-implantation. Assumption 3: the elec-

w
t
t
i
t

t CT (LHi depth contacts 3—4, and RST1 subdural contacts are
e) co-registered with the SAS regions of hypoperfusion (red) is

ric field magnitude determined in our model was used to
stimate a threshold value to activate a critical volume of
hite matter surrounding the electrode contacts. The elec-

ric field of interest surrounding each active contact was
ssumed to be undistorted and spherical. The 220 mm3 vol-
me of a static electric field geometry used to estimate the
OCA surrounding each electrode contact agreed with the
revious literature (Mcintyre et al., 2004; Vasques et al.,
009). However, near-field regions at the cylindrical con-
act edges where the fringe electric field becomes complex

ere not considered in our calculations. A neuron exposed to

hese fringe fields can experience both inward and outward
ransmembrane currents, and, hence, regions of hyperpolar-
zation and depolarization (Mcintyre et al., 2004). An ability
o account for these effects was beyond the voxel resolution
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Figure 6 (A) A co-registration of a right neocortical temporal onset seizure captured by SISCOM (blue, arrow) and the mean
difference in FA measured by spiDTI of a left mesial temporal onset seizure (coronal view from posterior to anterior). (B) The lateral
view (sagittal cuts) of the post-implant CT co-registered with MRI is shown. The dotted lines demonstrate the coronal extent of the
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ISCOM signal. (C) Focal paroxysmal fast activity (B2) near the ict
ubdural contacts (Ch4: RST3-4) (shown in B). Stimulation therap
idth = 160 �s, frequency = 200 Hz. Tr was delivered through all

f our DTI protocol. Assumption 4: lastly, axon fibers ori-
nted parallel to the active depth contacts were exposed
o a larger voltage gradient and assumed to be preferen-
ially activated in our model. An understanding of depth
ead orientation is important for maximizing activation of
urrounding white matter. Axons oriented predominantly in
he direction of the voltage gradient are more likely to be
ctivated, compared to axons oriented perpendicularly to
he voltage gradient along isopotential lines (Rise, 2004).

SpiDTI provided the ability to determine the ratio of
nisotropic (interictal mean FA) to isotropic (post-ictal mean
A) diffusion at the voxel level in relation to a stereotypic
omplex partial seizure without generalization secondarily.
iffusion-based imaging has been previously demonstrated
o detect local changes in water diffusion in the early post-
ctal period and during complex partial status epilepticus
Prichard et al., 1995; Zhong et al., 1997; Diehl et al.,
005; Salmenpera et al., 2006; Yogarajah and Duncan, 2008).
TI is based on the knowledge that the diffusion of water
olecules within brain white matter is not equal in all direc-

ions. Molecular restriction is greater across axonal fibers
han along the major axis. Intact brain white matter pro-
otes anisotropic diffusion, whereas altered white matter
ost-ictally promotes isotropic diffusion (Prichard et al.,
995; Zhong et al., 1997). Therefore, post-ictal changes in
A of white matter pathways can be utilized to visualize
he remnants of the directionality of a white matter circuit
ecruited by partial-onset seizures. These measures are not

ypically useful for those patients who experience secon-
arily generalized seizures. Propagation pathways become
oo complex to analyze. In our study, the mean diffusivity
r trace, representing the overall free diffusion of water

t
i
e
o

set was initially detected by RNS ECoG at the superior temporal
) was set with the following parameters: current = 4.5 mA, pulse
anted electrode contacts and repeated at an interval of 3.5 s.

eflective of cell hydration, did not differ between the inter-
ctal and post-ictal DTI datasets. One factor explaining this
nding may be due to the interval between seizure and post-

ctal scanning (Salmenpera et al., 2006).
The presurgically modeled propagation map was vali-

ated post-implantation by utilizing SAS. Such a validation
ool capitalizes on the coupling of blood flow changes
ith the metabolic demand placed on neuronal populations

nduced by electrical stimulation. Perfusion-related changes
long with concordant clinical manifestations of direct cor-
ical stimulation of mesial temporal white matter validate
he presurgical cortical activation model. We have previ-
usly demonstrated discrete hypoperfusion-related changes
oth at the site of stimulation and propagated at a dis-
ance (Rossi et al., 2008). These findings are, in part, similar
o previous reports of stimulation-related SPECT changes
Velasco et al., 2000). The underlying mechanisms explain-
ng these changes are unknown. However, one hypothesis
s that these local regions of transient hypoperfusion rep-
esent inhibitory activation, or suppressive communicating
pileptic networks (Chkhenkeli et al., 2007).

Although limited to a single patient, the concordance
f anticipated cortical activation targets with post-implant
timulation-related transient blood flow changes, ictal onset
atterns measured by ECoG, and clinical side-effects to
timulation provide evidence that such electrode lead place-
ent planning is feasible. These data further suggest that
irect stimulation of white matter can be used to guide

he spread of stimulation therapy to distant communicat-
ng neural targets. As a result, a greater extent of the
pileptic circuit can be modulated with a minimal number
f electrodes. In addition, stimulation induced side-effects
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can be predicted and, therefore, minimized with such pre-
operative planning.

Conclusions

Our preliminary data offer a proof of concept achieved for
this computational modeling workflow to propose electrode
implant location, orientation and basic stimulation param-
eters in temporal white matter. An influence on clinical
efficacy, however, is yet to be determined. Assessment of
seizure control for subject TS in the RNSTM System Pivotal
Clinical Trial is currently in progress.

We have proposed a system to plan implantation sites
and orientation for depth electrodes in juxtacortical white
matter of the mesial temporal region. This electrode place-
ment planning workflow may improve the probability of
modulating the maximal extent of a bilateral temporal lobe
epileptic network with a minimum of electrodes, and not
simply the presumed grey matter ‘focus’. A mechanistic
interplay between cortical and subcortical structures, such
as thalamus, may provide an incentive for future clinical tri-
als combining stimulation of both regions. Development of
this strategy will lead to a better understanding and clarity
of individual differences seen with direct cortical stimula-
tion delivered through white matter pathways to distant
epileptic neural tissue. These data underscore the need to
regard localization-related epilepsies as potentially exten-
sive pathological neural networks.
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